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AUTOMATIC DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS OF FAULTS

IN GENERATED CODE FOR PROCEDURE CALLS

Abstract

In this paper we present a compiler testing technique that closes the gap between 

existing compiler implementations and correct compilers. Using formal specifications 

of procedure calling conventions, we have built a target-sensitive test suite generator 

that builds test cases for a specific aspect of compiler code generators: the procedure 

calling sequence generator. By exercising compilers with these specification-derived 

target-specific test suites, our automated testing tool has exposed bugs in every com-

piler tested. These compilers include some that have been in heavy use for many years. 

Once a fault has been detected, the system can often suggest the nature of the prob-

lem. The testing system is an invaluable tool for detecting, isolating, and correcting 

faults in today’s compilers. 

1 Introduction
Building compilers that generate correct code is difficult. To achieve this goal, compiler writers rely on 

automated compiler building tools and thorough testing. Automated tools, such as parser generators, 

take a specification of a task and generate implementations that are more robust than hand-coded 

implementations. Conversely, testing tries to make hand-coded implementations more robust by 

detecting errors. One aspect of a compiler that has traditionally been hand-coded is the portion that 

generates calling sequences—implementations of procedure calls. We have developed a language, called 

CCL, for specifying procedure calling conventions. CCL specifications are used to automatically gen-

erate calling sequences for the vpcc/vpo retargetable optimizing compiler [1]. While experimenting 

with CCL, we realized that the descriptions could be used to make other compilers more robust with-

out requiring that the compiler implementation use CCL. In this paper, we describe how CCL’s 
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Procedure Calling Conventions
underlying model can be used to generate tests for hand-coded calling sequence generators in other 

compilers. This technique has exposed a number of calling convention errors in production-quality 

compilers that have been heavily used for years. 

In this paper we describe several contributions. First, we present a method for automatically 

testing implementations of procedure calling conventions. Using this technique we have found bugs 

in mature C compilers. This approach, which uses a formal model of procedure calling conventions, 

methodically generates tests that offer complete coverage of the problem domain. Second, we intro-

duce an algorithm for intelligently selecting important tests from the complete coverage suite. These 

tests include boundary cases that are more likely to reveal bugs than exhaustive or randomly generated 

tests. Third, because the tests focus only on the calling convention, they isolate errors more effectively 

than tests from a general test suite. Fourth, we describe a method for automatically diagnosing the 

nature of some types of faults. Finally, we describe a method for quickly determining the conformance 

of multiple compilers at once. 

2 Procedure Calling Conventions

An important feature of high-level programming languages that compilers must implement is the pro-

cedure call. The interface between procedures facilitates separate compilation of program modules 

and interoperability of programming languages. This is accomplished by defining a procedure calling 

convention that dictates the way that program values are communicated and how machine resources 

are shared between a procedure making a call (the caller) and the procedure being called (the callee). 

The calling convention is machine-dependent because the rules for passing values from one procedure 

to another depend on machine-specific features such as memory alignment restrictions and register 

usage conventions. The code that implements the calling convention, known as the calling sequence 

[2], must be generated by the code generator. This aspect of the code generator, which we name the 

calling sequence generator, is a source of great difficulty for the compiler writer because it not only suf-

fers from being hand-coded, it also changes each time the compiler is retargeted. 
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Procedure Calling Conventions
2.1 A Simple Calling Convention
To aid in our discussion of calling conventions, we use a simplified example calling convention. 

Figure 1 contains the calling convention rules for a hypothetical machine. Consider the following 

ANSI C prototype for a function warp:

int warp(char p1, int p2, int p3, double p4);

For the purpose of transmitting procedure arguments for our simple convention, we only consider the 

signature of the procedure. We define a procedure’s signature to be the procedure’s name, the order 

and types of its arguments, and its return type. This is analogous to ANSI C’s abstract declarator [3], 

which for the previous function prototype is:

int warp(char, int, int, double);

which defines a function that takes four arguments (a char, two int’s, and a double), and returns 

an int. 

With warp’s signature, we can apply the calling convention in Figure 1 to determine how to 

call warp. Arguments to warp would be placed in the following locations:

• p1 in register R1,

1. Registers R1, R2, R3, and R4 are 32-bit argument-transmitting registers.

2. Arguments are also passed on the stack in increasing memory locations starting at the stack 

pointer.

3. An argument may have type char (1 byte), int (4 bytes), or double (8 bytes).

4. An argument is passed in registers (if enough are available to hold the entire argument), and 

then on the stack.

5. Arguments of type int are 4-byte aligned on the stack.

6. Arguments of type double are 8-byte aligned on the stack.

7. Stack elements that are skipped over cannot be allocated later.

8. Return values are passed in registers R1 and R2.

9. Values of registers R6, R7, R8, and R9 must be preserved across a procedure call.

Figure 1. Rules for a simple calling convention.
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The Formal Model
• p2 in register R2,

• p3 in register R3, and 

• p4 on the stack at offsets 0–7.

Notice that although register R4 is available, p4 is placed on the stack since it cannot be placed com-

pletely in argument-transmitting registers (rule 4). Such restrictions are common in actual calling 

conventions. 

2.2 Convention to Implementation
Once the calling convention has been established, a compiler can be targeted to generate the calling 

sequence code that implements the procedure calls for the source language. Traditionally, this code 

has been hand crafted. In contrast, we use a calling convention specification and an interpreter. The 

interpreter can generate tables that can be used in the calling-convention-specific portion of vpcc/vpo 

[1], or in a test suite generator. The test suite generator uses information from the table to tailor the 

test suite to the specific calling convention. The test suite can either be used to confirm that the vpcc/

vpo implementation properly uses the convention tables, or that another, independent compiler con-

forms to the convention described in the CCL specification. In the next section, we describe the for-

malism that the CCL interpreter uses to generate the convention tables.

3 The Formal Model
We use finite state automata to model a calling convention’s placement of arguments (and return val-

ues) a machine’s memory locations. The use of FSA’s for modeling parts of a compiler, and as an 

implementation tool, has a long and successful history. For example, FSA’s have often been used to 

implement lexical analyzers [4]. More recently, Proebsting and Fraser [5], and Müller [6] have used 

finite state automata to model and detect structural hazards in pipelines for instruction scheduling.

3.1 P-FSA Representation
An example FSA that we use to model calling convention placement is shown in Figure 2. This FSA 

models the placement of procedure arguments for the simple calling convention described previously. 

A placement FSA (P-FSA) takes a procedure’s signature as input and produces locations for the proce-

dure’s arguments as output. The automaton works by moving from state to state as the location of 
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The Formal Model
each value is determined. When a transition is used to move from one state to the next, information 

about the current parameter is read from the input, and the resulting location is written to the output.

The states of the machine represent the state of allocation for the machine’s memory 

resources. For example, the state q2 (labeled 1100 000), represents the fact that registers R1 and R2 

have been allocated (the first two bits: 11), that registers R3 and R4 have not been allocated (the sec-

ond two bits: 00), and that the stack pointer is currently eight-byte aligned (the remaining three bits: 

000). A transition between states represents the placement of a single argument. Since arguments of 

different types and sizes impose different demands on the machine’s resources, we may find more than 

one transition leaving a particular state. In our example, q8 has three transitions even though two of 

them (int and double) have the same target state (q4). This duplication is required since the output 

from mapping an int is different from the output from mapping a double.

In the CCL specification language, the stack is modeled as an infinite, or boundless resource. 

Modeling the allocation of an infinite resource using an FSA poses a problem, however. As mentioned 

previously, the state represents which resources have been allocated. For finite resources, this is easily 

accomplished by maintaining a bit vector. When a resource no longer may be used, the associated bit 

is set to indicate this. For an infinite resource this scheme cannot work if we hope to use an FSA since 

Figure 2. P-FSA for transmission of parameters for a simple calling convention.
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The Formal Model
this would require a bit vector of infinite length. To simplify the problem, we impose a restriction on 

infinite resources: their allocation must be contiguous. Thus, for an infinite resource I = {i1, i2, …}, 

we can store the allocation state by maintaining an index p whose value corresponds to the index of 

the first available resource in I. Because the allocation of I must be contiguous, p partitions the 

resources since a resource ij is unavailable if j < p or available if j ≥ p. For instance, if the stack is the 

infinite resource, p can be considered the stack pointer. 

Nevertheless, we still have a problem. Although for a particular machine, the value of p must 

be finite, the resulting FSA could have as many as 232 stack allocation states for a 32-bit machine. 

However, we can significantly reduce this number by observing that the decision of where to place a 

parameter in memory is not based on p, but rather on alignment restrictions. For our example, we 

care only if the next available memory location is one-, four-, or eight-byte aligned. Consequently, we 

can capture the allocation state of the machine with three bits that distinguish the memory allocation 

states. We call these the distinguishing bits for infinite resource allocation.

Handling pass-by-value structures creates an analogous problem. Structures of different sizes 

allocate different amounts of space. Hence, each structure of a different size impacts the state of 

resource allocation differently. This implies that each P-FSA state requires an infinite number of exit-

ing transitions; one for every different structure size. Fortunately, since only the “alignment state” of 

the stack pointer is of interest, we need only include transitions for structures that leave the P-FSA in 

a different state. So for a convention that requires structures to be passed in 8-byte aligned memory 

locations, all structures of size n where n mod 8 = 1 share the same transition out of a given state 

because they leave the alignment, p, in the same state. Therefore, the number of transitions leaving a 

state is limited by the alignment restrictions of the machine. 

Placement functions are described in terms of finite resources, infinite resources, and selection 

criteria. A set of finite resources R = {r1, r2, …, rn} is used to represent machine registers, while an 

infinite resource I = {i1, i2, …}1 is used to represent the stack. The selection criteria 

1. This can easily be extended to model more than one infinite resource.
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C = {c1, c2, …, cm} correspond to characteristics about arguments (such as their type and size) that 

the calling convention uses to select the appropriate location for a value. We encode the signature of a 

procedure with a tuple w ∈ (C*, C*). The first element of the tuple contains zero or more1 return 

value criteria, while the second element contains zero or more parameter criteria. Each state q in the 

automaton is labeled according to the allocation state that it represents. The label includes a bit vector 

v of size n that encodes the allocation of each of the finite resources in R. Additionally, to express the 

state of allocation for the stack, we include d, the distinguishing bits that indicate the state of stack 

alignment. So, a state label is a string vd that indicates the resource allocation state. In our example 

convention, n = 4, and the length of the string d ( ) is 3. So, each state is labeled by a string from 

the language {0, 1}4{0, 1}3. The output of the machine is a string s ∈ P, where 

which contains the placement information. 

Since the P-FSA produces output on transitions, we have a Mealy machine [7]. We define a 

P-FSA, M, as a six-tuple2 M = (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, λ, q0), where:

• Q is the set of states with labels  representing the allocation state of machine 

resources,

• the input alphabet Σ = C, is the set of selection criteria,

• the output alphabet ∆ = P, is the set of memory location strings,

• the transition function δ:Q × Σ → Q,

• the output function λ:Q × Σ → ∆+, and

• q0 is the state labeled by 0nw where , and w is the initial state of d.

1. Supports languages that allow multiple return values. 
2. We use the notation of Hopcroft and Ullman for finite state automata and regular expressions [19]. We use 

letters early in the alphabet (a, b, c) to denote single symbols. Letters late in the alphabet (w, x, y, z) will 
denote strings of symbols.

d

P R 0 1,{ } d∪=

0 1{ , } n 0 1{ , } d

w d=
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We also define δ̂:Q × Σ∗ → Q and λ̂:Q × Σ∗ → ∆* which are just string versions1 of δ and λ, respec-

tively. So, for our example, we have

M = (Q, {char, int, double}, {R1, R2, R3, R4}∪{0, 1}3, δ, λ, q0)

where Q and δ are shown in Figure 2 and λ is defined in Table I. Note that we have modified the tra-

ditional definition of λ to allow multiple symbols to be output on a single transition. This reflects the 

fact that arguments can be located in more than one resource. For example, in state q5 on an int, 

Table I indicates that M produces the string of four symbols 100 101 110 111 that designates four 

bytes that are four-byte aligned, but are not eight-byte aligned.

The signature:

int f(double, double, char, int);

will take the P-FSA in Figure 2 along the path q0→q2→q4→q5→q4 producing the string (R1 R2) 

(R3 R4) (000) (100 101 110 111) along the way. The parentheses in the output string are required to 

determine where the placement of one argument ends and the next argument’s placement begins. 

From the string, we can derive the placement of f ’s arguments. The first double is placed in registers 

R1 and R2, the second in registers R3 and R4, the char at the stack location with offset zero and the 

int at the stack location with offset four. 

1. Defined by Hopcroft and Ullman [19].

λ q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11

char R1 R2 R3 R4 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111

int R1 R2 R3 R4 m1
a

a. m1 = 000 001 010 011

m2
b

b. m2 = 100 101 110 111

m2 m2 m2 m1 m1 m1

double R1 R2 R2 R3 R3 R4 m3
c

c. m3 = 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111

m3 m3 m3 m3 m3 m3 m3 m3

Table I. Definition of λ for example P-FSA.
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3.2 Completeness and Consistency in P-FSA’s
In our experience, we have encountered many recurring difficulties in the calling convention code 

generators of optimizing compilers for RISC machines1. There are three sources for these problems: 

the convention specification, the convention implementation, and the implementation process. We 

address each of these in the following paragraphs.

Many problems arise from the method of convention specification. Often, no specification 

exists at all. Instead the native compiler uses a convention that must be extracted by reverse engineer-

ing. In the cases where a specification exists, it typically takes the form of written prose, or a few gen-

eral rules (e.g., our example description in Figure 1). Such methods of specification have obvious 

deficiencies. Furthermore, even if we have an accurate method for specifying a convention, it still may 

be possible to describe conventions that are internally inconsistent, or incomplete. For example, the 

convention may require that more than one procedure argument be placed in a particular resource. 

Another possibility is that the specification may omit rules for a particular data type, or combination 

of data types.

Those problems that do not arise from the specification result from incorrect implementation 

of the convention. Many of the same problems in the specification process also plague the implemen-

tation. Many conventions have numerous rules and exceptions that must be reflected in the imple-

mentation. Another difficulty is the implementation may require the use of the convention in several 

different locations. Maintaining a correspondence between the various implementations can itself be a 

great source of errors. Finally, this problem is exacerbated by the fact that the implementation fre-

quently undergoes incremental development. Rather than taking on the chore of implementing the 

entire convention at once, a single aspect of the convention, such as providing support for a single 

data type, is tackled. After successfully implementing this subset, the next increment is undertaken. 

During this process, some aspect of the first stage may break due to the interactions between the two 

pieces. 

1. Unlike many CISC machines, RISC machines typically increase the pressure on calling conventions by 
requiring that procedures pass parameters in registers wherever possible. 
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The result of these observations is that there are several properties that we would like to ensure 

about a specification and implementation. The preceding discussion motivates the following catego-

ries of questions:

• Completeness:

— Does the specified convention handle any number of arguments?

— Does the convention handle any combination of argument types?

• Consistency:

— Does the convention map more than one argument to a single machine resource?

— Do the caller and callee’s implementations agree on the convention?

Many questions like these can be answered using P-FSA’s. The following sections show how we can 

prove certain properties about P-FSA’s that ensure desirable responses to the preceding questions.

3.2.1 Completeness
The completeness properties address how well the convention covers the possible input cases. A con-

vention must handle any procedure signature. If we could guarantee that the convention was com-

plete, or covered the input set, then we could answer the completeness questions posed in the previous 

section. We can determine if a convention is complete by looking at the resulting P-FSA. For exam-

ple, will the convention work for any combination of argument types? The answer lies in the P-FSA 

transitions. For the convention to be complete, each state q ∈ Q must have δ(q, c) defined for all 

c ∈ C. Should there exist some state q ∈ Q and criteria c ∈ C such that δ(q, c) is undefined, then hav-

ing arrived in state Q on input w, the machine would fail to accept any input string whose prefix was 

wc. Thus, there would be some signature whose placement could not be determined by the P-FSA. 

Since all correct P-FSA’s must accept all strings in C*, we can easily detect any P-FSA that implements 

an incomplete convention by looking for states with missing transitions. 

3.2.2 Consistency
The consistency properties address whether the convention is internally and externally consistent. A 

convention is internally consistent if there is no machine resource that can be assigned to more than 

one argument. A convention is externally consistent if the caller and callee agree on the locations of 

transmitted values. In our model, we detect internal inconsistency, and prevent external inconsistency.
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To detect internal inconsistencies, we again turn to the P-FSA. If the convention only used 

finite resources, detecting a cycle in the P-FSA would be sufficient to detect the error. However, when 

infinite resources are introduced, so are cycles. We cannot have an internal inconsistency for an infi-

nite resource since p is defined to be monotonically increasing. We detect finite resource inconsisten-

cies in the following manner. An inconsistency can occur when there is a transition from some state qj 

to qk where bit i in the finite bit vector is 1 in qj, but 0 in qk. At this point, M has lost the information 

that resource ri was already allocated. We can detect this change by comparing all pairs of bit vectors 

v1, v2 such that v1 labels qj, v2 labels qk and δ(qj, c) = qk for some c ∈C. To do the comparison, we 

compute

v3 = (v1 ⊕ v2) ∧ v1

v1 ⊕ v2 selects all bits that differ between v1 and v2. We logically AND this with v1 to determine if 

any set bits change value. Thus, if v3 has any bit set, we have an inconsistency. 

Our convention specification language prevents external inconsistencies in the calling conven-

tion. A convention specification only defines the argument transmission locations once. Although 

both the caller and the callee must make use of this information, the specification does not duplicate 

the information. Since we only have a single definition of argument locations, we only construct a sin-

gle P-FSA to model the placement mapping. This single P-FSA is used in both the caller and callee. 

Thus, we prevent external inconsistencies by requiring the caller and callee use the same implementa-

tion for the placement mapping. 

4 Construction of Diagnostic Programs
Using P-FSA’s as an implementation foundation for a compiler enables all of the static analyses 

described in the previous section. However, when a compiler does not use a P-FSA in its implementa-

tion, we can still leverage off the P-FSA formalism to increase the implementation’s robustness 

through systematic testing. 
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4.1 Test Vector Selection
To test a compiler’s implementation of a calling convention, we must select a set of programs to com-

pile and run. To exercise the calling convention, each test program must contain a caller and a callee 

procedure. For the purpose of testing the proper transmission of program values between procedures, 

the signature of the callee uniquely identifies a test case. Thus, two different programs whose callees’ 

signatures match perform the same test. Therefore, the problem of generating test cases reduces to the 

problem of selecting signatures to test. 

Selecting which procedure signatures to test is a difficult problem. Because the set of signa-

tures, S = {(C*, C*)}, is infinite one cannot test all signatures. However, since we can model the func-

tion that computes the placement of arguments as an FSA, there must be a finite number of states in 

an implementation to be tested. This is the case for any implementation, including those that do not 

explicitly use FSA’s to model the placement function. 

The problem of confirming that an implementation properly places procedure arguments is 

equivalent to experimentally determining if the implementation behaves as described by the P-FSA 

state table. This problem is known as the checking experiment problem from finite-automata theory [8, 

9]. There are numerous approaches to this problem, most of which are based on transition testing. 

Transition testing forces the implementation to undergo all the transitions that are specified in the 

specification FSA.

An obvious first approach to generating test vectors using the P-FSA specification is to gener-

ate all vectors whose paths through the FSA are acyclic and those whose path ends in a cycle1. This 

solution insures that each state q is visited, and each transition δ(q, a) is traversed. For an FSA with 

few states, and a small input alphabet, this may be acceptable. However, the number of such paths for 

an FSA is . To illustrate the characteristics of P-FSA’s, Table II contains profiles for five 

P-FSA’s that we have built from CCL descriptions. For complex conventions, like the MIPS and 

SPARC, the number of transitions, and more importantly, the number of states can be large. For the 

1. We define a path that ends in a cycle to be a cyclic path wa where the path w is acyclic. 

O Σ Q( )
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MIPS, this results in an upper bound of  test vectors. In practice, the number of 

test vectors is closer to 108 vectors. However, this is still too many to run feasibly. 

A simpler approach is to guarantee that each transition is exercised at least once. Since there 

are no more than  transitions, the number of test vectors that this generates is not unreason-

able. However, this method results in poor coverage that does not inspire confidence in the test suite. 

For example, for the P-FSA in Figure 2, the three signatures:

void f(double, double);

void f(int, int, int, int);

void f(int, double);

cover all int and double transitions leaving states q0–2. This leaves the signature:

void f(double, int);

untested. Clearly such a test should be included in the suite. To further illustrate the problem, con-

sider the FSA specification shown in Figure 3(a). An erroneous implementation, shown in 

Figure 3(b), contains an extra state q1' that is reached on initial input b. The two strings, aaa and bbb 

completely cover the specification FSA transitions. Unfortunately, these test vectors will not detect 

that the implementation has an additional (fault) state. Thus, it is not sufficient to include only test 

vectors that cover the transition set. 

An alternative, which falls between the simple transition approach and the acyclic path 

approach, we call the transition-pairing approach. In transition pairing, we examine each state in the 

Machine
Allocation
Vector Bits

Memory
Partition Bits

Longest
Acyclic Path

DEC VAX 0 0 1 3 3 0

M68020 (Sun) 0 2 4 24 6 3

SPARC (Sun) 6 3 9 90 10 8

M88100 (Motorola) 8 3 72 720 10 15

MIPS R3000 (DEC) 6 3 70 772 25 11

Table II. P-FSA profiles for several calling conventions.

2512 2.3
22×10=

Q δ Σ

Q Σ⋅
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specification FSA. As shown in Figure 4, a state has entering and exiting transitions. For each state, we 

include a test vector that covers each pair of entering and exiting transitions. This eliminates the faulty 

state detection problem illustrated in Figure 3. To illustrate how, consider the test vectors this process 

generates: While examining state q1, transition-pairing will add the substrings aa, ab, ba, and bb to 

the set of substrings used to generate test vectors. Since the context that these substrings are be used is 

q0, they contribute prefixes to the test vector set. Upon exercising q1 using the prefix ba, the imple-

mentation FSA will generate incorrect output: 10 instead of 11. This difference can be identified, and 

the faulty state detected.

In addition to such fault detection, transition-pairing provides tests that have a similar charac-

teristic to the acyclic method: transitions are tested in all the contexts that they can be applied. 

Although there are many combinations that are not tested, they are similar to ones included in the set. 

For example, in the simple FSA pictured in Figure 2, we could have a set of test vectors that includes 

the vector double double double to exercise the state q4 with the transition pair ((q2, double), 

Figure 3(a). Specification FSA. Figure 3(b). Implementation FSA.

Figure 3. Example FSA where a fault will not be detected.

Figure 4. Entering and exiting transitions for a state.

q0 q1 q2

a/0
a/0

b/1

a/1

b/0

b/1

q0 q1 q2

q1'

a/0 a/1
a/0

b/1

b/1

b/0
b/0a/0

qn
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(q4, double)). Such a set would not need to include int int double double to cover the same 

transition pair. 

This method of test vector generation provides a complete coverage of transitions in the spec-

ification FSA. Further, the tests reflect the context sensitivity that transitions have. This allows for 

some erroneous state and transition detection, while significantly reducing the number of test vectors. 

The test vector sizes are significantly smaller than the acyclic method, while still providing a signifi-

cant degree of confidence. 

An algorithm for generating transition-pair paths is shown in Figure 5. The algorithm per-

forms a depth-first search of the FSA state graph. Each time a transition (q, a) is encountered, it is 

marked. This mark indicates that all paths that go beyond (q, a) have been visited. When the algo-

rithm reaches a state qn on transition (qm, a), each transition (qn, b) where b ∈ Σ is visited whether or 

not it is marked. This causes all pairs of transitions ((qm, a), (qn, b)) to be included. These pairs repre-

sent all combinations of one entering transition with all exiting transitions. Because the algorithm is 

depth-first, each entering transition is guaranteed to be visited. Thus, all combinations of entering 

and exiting transitions are included. 

Work related to the automatic generation of test suites has received much attention recently in 

the area of conformance testing of network protocols [10]. The purpose of these suites is to determine 

if the implementation of a communication protocol adheres to the protocol’s specification. Often, the 

protocol specification is provided as a finite-state machine. This has resulted in many methods of test 

selection including the Transition tour, Partial W-method [11], Distinguishing Sequence Method [9], 

Machine Transition Paths Transition-Pair Paths Acyclic Paths

DEC VAX 3 12 3

M68020 (Sun) 24 324 96

SPARC (Sun) 224 7,434 > 108

M88100 (Motorola) 720 22,412 > 108

MIPS R3000 (DEC) 772 5,655 8×108

Table III. Sizes of test suites for various selection methods.
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and Unique-Input-Output method [12]. These methods are derivatives of the checking experiment 

problem where an implementation is checked against a specification FSM [13]. Such techniques have 

also been used in the automatic verification of digital circuits [8, 14]

What distinguishes these methods from ours are the underlying assumptions concerning the 

characteristics of the implementation FSA’s. Unlike theirs, our FSA’s can have a large number of states 

and transitions. This significantly changes the nature of the solution to the problem. Furthermore, 

much of the problem that network conformance researchers are faced with is identifying which state 

the implementation FSA is in. A significant portion of their work focuses on generating test vectors 

that discover the state of the machine. Fortunately, we can always put our implementation FSA in the 

start state. Also, in their work, a bound on the number of states in the implementation FSA’s is 

assumed. Because we have no practical bound on the number of states in the implementation, their 

work is not applicable. 

Input. A finite-state machine M.

Output. The set of transition-pair paths in M that take M from q0 to qn with at most one cycle. The set traverses all
pairs of transitions ((qr, a), (qs, b)) such that δ(qr, a) = qs.

Initial call. TRANSITION-PAIRS(q0, ε, ∅, 0);

Algorithm:
function TRANSITION-PAIRS(q, w, V, cycle)

paths ← ∅;
for each a where a ∈ Σ ∧ δ(q, a) is defined do // For each transition from state q...

if cycle ≠ 1 ∧ (q, a) ∉ T then // No cycles and (q, a) is new 
if q ∉ V then // If there is no cycle

T ← T ∪ {(q, a)}; // Mark transition as followed
cycle ← 0; // Indicate no cycle

else
cycle ← 1; // Indicate cycle

end if
P ← TRANSITION-PAIRS(δ(q, a), wa, V ∪ {q}, cycle); // Compute paths from here
paths ← paths ∪ P;

end if
paths ← paths ∪ {wa}; // Add this path to paths

end for
return paths; // Return paths from q

end function

Figure 5. Test vector generation algorithm.
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4.2 Test Case Generation
After selecting the appropriate test vectors, or procedure signatures, the corresponding test cases must 

be realized. In our approach, we generate a separate test program for each test vector so that we can 

easily match any reported errors to the specific test vector. 

A procedure call is composed of two pieces: the procedure call within the caller (the call site) 

and the body of the callee. Because they are implemented differently, these two pieces of code are typ-

ically generated in separate locations in a compiler. This natural separation is reflected in the way that 

we construct our test cases. Each test case is comprised of two files, one contains the caller, the other 

contains the callee. The two files are compiled and linked together. The programs are self-checking, so 

that if a procedure call fails, this event is reported by the test itself.

Figure 6 shows the compiler conformance test process. One file is compiled by the compiler-

under-test (CUT), while the other is compiled by the reference compiler. The reference compiler 

operationally defines the procedure calling convention (its implementation is defined to be correct). 

The resulting object files are linked together and run. Results of the test are checked by the conform-

ance verifier and given to the test conductor. The test conductor tallies the results of all tests for a test 

suite and generates a conformance report. Although this process uses two compilers, the same process 

may still be used if a reference compiler is not available. However, this will weaken the conformance 

verifier’s ability to automatically diagnose errors as discussed in the next section. 

Figure 7 shows an example test case for the C signature void (int, double, 

struct(2)1). The caller loads each argument with randomly selected bytes. However, the values of 

these bytes have an important property: each contiguous set of two bytes is unique. Thus, for a string 

B of m bytes, for all indexes , there exists no index  and  such that 

 for all . We can easily guarantee this property for all strings B whose 

length is no more than 65536 (216) bytes. Since the likelihood of using an argument list of size greater 

than 64 Kbytes is small, this is sufficient to guarantee that any two bytes passed between procedures 

are unique. This makes it easier to identify if an argument has been shifted or misplaced. The callee 

1. We denote a structure whose size is n bytes as struct(n).

0 i m≤< 0 j m≤< j i≠

B j k+[ ] B i k+[ ]= 0 k 2<≤
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receives the values, and checks them against the expected values. If the values do not match, an error 

condition is signalled.

As one might expect, the generation of good test cases from selected signatures is language 

dependent. One convention used in the C programming language is varargs. varargs is a standard for 

writing procedures that accept variable length argument lists. The proper implementation of varargs 

in a C compiler is difficult. For each test case that we generate we also generate a varargs version to 

verify that this standard convention is implemented correctly. 

4.3 Automatic Diagnosis of Errors
Generation of good tests is only a part of the testing process. If a test fails, the problem must be diag-

nosed and a solution developed. In this section, we discuss how the second step, diagnosis, can be par-

tially automated.

As discussed earlier, the conformance verifier links a caller and callee together and runs the 

resulting program. When both a reference compiler and CUT are used, this results in four distinct 

caller-callee pairs. We call the result of running all four programs an outcome. Figure 8 shows an out-

come graphically. Procedures generated by the reference compiler are filled circles, while CUT gener-

ated components are unfilled. The result of a single test is indicated by an arrow connecting a pair of 

Figure 6. The compiler conformance test process.
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components. When the result is that a test passed, a solid line is shown, while a dotted line is used for 

test failure. 

The result of a single test, taken in isolation, provides limited information: whether a fault has 

been detected or not. However, we can glean more information by considering the composite result 

that an outcome provides. By using multiple versions of object files generated by different compilers, 

we can exploit the interface of the procedure call. Each test has an object file in common with two 

typedef union {
unsigned char bytes[8]; 
double dbl;

} dblcvt;

typedef struct struct_2 { 
unsigned char field[2];

} struct_2;

void test_function_callee();

void test_function_caller()
{
dblcvt cvt;
static struct_2 struct_2_arg_3 = { 

{ 0x34,0x8f,} 
};
double double_arg_2;

cvt.bytes[0] = 0xe2;
cvt.bytes[1] = 0xed;
cvt.bytes[2] = 0xab;
cvt.bytes[3] = 0xad;
cvt.bytes[4] = 0x67;
cvt.bytes[5] = 0x31;
cvt.bytes[6] = 0xee;
cvt.bytes[7] = 0x7;
double_arg_2 = cvt.dbl;

test_function_callee(0x44026097l,
double_arg_2,
struct_2_arg_3);

}

typedef union {
unsigned char bytes[8];
double dbl; 

} dblcvt;

typedef struct struct_2 { 
unsigned char field[2];

} struct_2;

void test_function_callee(long_arg_1,
double_arg_2, struct_2_arg_3)

long long_arg_1;
double double_arg_2;
struct_2 struct_2_arg_3;

{
dblcvt cvt;

if(long_arg_1 != 0x44026097l) {
fprintf(stderr, "Bad long_arg_1\n");
exit(1);

}
cvt.bytes[0] = 0xe2;
cvt.bytes[1] = 0xed;
cvt.bytes[2] = 0xab;
cvt.bytes[3] = 0xad;
cvt.bytes[4] = 0x67;
cvt.bytes[5] = 0x31;
cvt.bytes[6] = 0xee;
cvt.bytes[7] = 0x7;
if(double_arg_2 != cvt.dbl) {

fprintf(stderr, "Bad double_arg_2\n");
exit(1);

}
if(struct_2_arg_3.field[0] != 0x34) {

fprintf(stderr, 
"Element 0 is bad in struct_2_arg_3.field\n");

exit(1);
}
if(struct_2_arg_3.field[1] != 0x8f) {

fprintf(stderr, 
"Element 1 is bad in struct_2_arg_3.field\n");

exit(1);
}

}

Figure 7(a). Code generated for caller. Figure 7(b). Code generated for callee.

Figure 7. Example test case.
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other tests. When a test fails, the results of the two other tests can help isolate the fault. For example, 

in the outcome shown in Figure 8, the CUT/reference test (the test comprised of the CUT caller and 

reference callee) has failed. To isolate if the caller or callee contains the fault, the reference/reference 

test result is considered. This test replaces the CUT caller with the reference caller, keeping the callee 

in common between the two tests. Since the test passed, we have reason to believe that the CUT caller 

contains the fault since the fault disappeared when the CUT caller was removed. Our suspicion is 

confirmed when we consider the CUT/CUT test. Since this test also failed, the fault remains when 

the reference callee was removed. Thus, the fault must be in the CUT caller. We would come to the 

same conclusion had we started with the CUT/CUT fault and considered the CUT/reference and ref-

erence/CUT test results. 

This method of isolating errors by swapping different components makes it possible to auto-

matically diagnose common errors. Since each outcome is comprised of four results that may indicate 

a pass or fail, there are 16 outcome configurations. Since this number is small, each outcome can be 

hand-analyzed once and the results tabulated. Table IV summarizes such an analysis. Several diag-

noses deserve mention. First, although the reference compiler is considered the authority, there are 

many cases where the reference can be determined to be faulty. This occurs in six of the outcomes. 

Second, three of the outcome configurations are not possible. These are the outcomes where only a 

single test failed. This indicates a conflict in conventions. This cannot occur with a single test failure 

Figure 8. An example outcome.
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since we assume each component uses a single convention1. Finally, for two of the cases, we not only 

can isolate the location of the fault, but we can identify the nature of the error. This occurs in out-

comes D and M where two conflicting conventions have been discovered.

The combination of test vector selection and automatic diagnosis proves to be a powerful 

debugging tool. As tests are generated, run, and analyzed, patterns of errors tend to emerge. We have 

found that the patterns themselves suggest the nature of the problem. For example, finding that an 

error occurred for every signature that included a struct of size greater than seven bytes might suggest 

an alignment problem. More complicated patterns can exist, and, with knowledge of the calling con-

vention can significantly help the developer correct faults. 

4.4 Test Results
We used our technique for selecting test vectors to test several compilers on several target machines. 

Several errors were found in C compilers on the MIPS. In this section, we present these results.

We selected several C compilers that generate code for the MIPS architecture (a DECStation 

Model 5000/125). These included the native compiler supplied by DEC, two versions of Fraser and 

Hanson’s lcc compiler [15, 16], several versions of GNU’s gcc [17], and a previous version of our own 

C compiler, vpcc/vpo, that used a hand-coded calling sequence generator [18]. Although we feel that 

this technique is extremely valuable throughout the compiler development cycle, we believe that it 

would be fairest to evaluate its effectiveness in finding errors in young implementations of compilers. 

Where possible, we have used early versions of these compilers. These versions, called legacy compil-

ers, represent younger implementations that more accurately exhibit bugs found in initial releases of 

compilers. However, each of these compilers is a production-quality compiler that has been widely 

used for years. Finding any bugs in their implementations is still a significant challenge.

1. Appel observes that such outcomes actually are possible [20]. In his counter example, the CUT caller imple-
ments a different convention than the reference compiler, but the CUT callee implements both conventions. 
In this scenario, the fault is detected in the CUT/reference test, but not in either the CUT/CUT or the refer-
ence/reference tests. Although such a case is possible, the chances of a callee implementing two different con-
ventions that do not conflict (i.e., use the same register for two different purposes) are remote. The benefits, 
in terms of diagnostic ability, of considering such a case as invalid, far outweigh any accuracy gained by label-
ing it a valid outcome. Finally, if such a case were to occur, it would still be detected; it just could not be auto-
matically diagnosed.
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Outcome Diagnosis Outcome Diagnosis

Outcome A:
Faults in at least three components.

Outcome B:
Faults in both components of the CUT.

Outcome C:
Faults in both components of refer-
ence compiler.

Outcome D:
CUT implements wrong convention 
(does not externally conform with the 
reference).

Outcome E:
Fault in the reference compiler’s caller.
Fault in the CUT’s callee.

Outcome F:
Fault in the CUT’s callee.

Outcome G:
Fault in the reference compiler’s caller.

Outcome H:
Not a possible outcome.

Outcome I:
Fault in reference compiler’s callee.
Fault in CUT’s caller.

Outcome J:
Fault in the CUT’s caller.

Outcome K:
Fault in reference compiler’s callee.

Outcome L:
Not a possible outcome.

Outcome M:
Two conventions. One shared between 
the reference compiler’s callee and 
CUT’s caller, and vice versa.

Outcome N:
Not a possible outcome.

Outcome O:
Not a possible outcome.

Outcome P:
No faults detected.

Table IV. All outcome configurations.
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CUT
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In testing the compilers, we checked for two types of conformance: internal and external. 

Compiler A internally conforms if code that it generates for a caller can properly call code for a callee 

that it generated. We denote this using A →c A. Compiler A externally conforms if its caller code can 

call another compiler B’s callee code, and vice versa (A →c B and B →c A). Thus, the callees and callers 

are compiled using each of the compilers under test. This results in n object versions for n compilers. 

Each caller version is then linked with the callee that was generated by the same compiler. This results 

in the n tests necessary to verify internal conformance for this test case. To establish external conform-

ance, we could naively link each caller to each callee, which would yield 2n2 tests. However, we can do 

better. Recognizing that procedure call (→c ) is symmetric we can easily reduce this to n2 (since if 

A →c B, then B →c A). Furthermore, procedure call is also transitive, so if A →c B and B →c C, then 

A →c C. This reduces the number to  as pictured in Figure 9. Each compiler’s caller is linked to 

the reference compiler’s callee. This facilitates the isolation of which compiler does not conform when 

an error is detected. 

The results of running both internal and external tests on the compiler set for the MIPS are 

shown in Table V. We found both internal and external conformance errors in all of the tested com-

pilers. Table V reports internal and external errors separately. Within each class, the number of actual 

tests that failed and the number of faults that caused failure are indicated1. The numbers reported in 

the fault columns indicate the approximate number of actual coding errors resulting in test failures. 

Figure 9. Determining conformance of n compilers.
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These numbers are only approximate. We tried, as best we could, to glean this information from the 

results of tests. More accurate numbers can only be obtained by examining the compiler’s source.

4.4.1 Standard Procedure Calls
Internal conformance errors were found in two versions of gcc. gcc 1.38 failed 24 tests that focus on 

passing structures in registers. Structures between nine and 12 bytes in size (three words) are not prop-

erly passed starting in the second argument register. Procedure signatures that correspond to these 

tests include:

void (int, struct(9-12));

gcc 2.4.5 fails a single test. The fault occurs with procedures with the signature:

void (struct(1), struct(1), struct(1));

gcc 2.4.5 fails to even compile a procedure with this signature1. The fact that gcc 2.1 does not have this 

error indicates that the error was introduced after version 2.1. This supports our conjecture that such 

Internal External

Compiler Failed Tests Faults Failed Tests Faults

cc (native) 2,346 1 2,346 1

gcc (1.38) 2,370 2 2,567 3

gcc (2.1) 0 0 2,346 1

gcc (2.4.5) 1 1 2,374 3

lcc (1.9)a

a. Version 1.9 of lcc was not tested using varargs because we 
could not get the compiler to accept varargs callees. This 
could either be a problem with the compiler, or the particu-
lar version of stdarg.h on our machine. 

0 0 0 0

lcc (3.3) 2,407 2 2,407 2

vpcc/vpo 2,346 1 486 3

Total 9,470 7 12,526 13

Table V. Results of running the MIPS test suite on several compilers.

1. The error returned by gcc 2.4.5 was:
gcc: Internal compiler error: program cc1 got fatal signal 4.
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method of automatic testing is extremely useful throughout the development and maintenance life-

cycle of a compiler. 

External conformance errors were more prevalent. gcc 1.38 does not properly pass 1-byte 

structures in registers. This results in 208 test case failures. gcc 1.38 and 2.4.5 cannot pass a structure 

in the third argument register when that structure is followed by another. The fault occurs with signa-

tures matching:

void (int, int, struct(1-4), struct(any));

This results in another 13 test failures. Finally, vpcc/vpo has 486 tests that fail. Two faults are responsi-

ble: 1) structures are not passed properly in registers, and 2) 1 to 4-byte structures are not passed in 

memory correctly if they are immediately followed by another structure. These match signatures:

void (int, int, int, int, struct(1-4), struct); 

4.4.2 Variadic Procedure Calls
Procedures that take variable-length argument lists (variadic functions) are written using one the of 

two standard header files: varargs.h (for traditional C) and stdarg.h (for ANSI C). These files 

provide a standard interface for the programmer to write variadic functions. Because a variadic func-

tion’s caller uses the standard procedure calling convention, the variadic callee must also conform to 

this convention. The following paragraphs detail the results of calling callees that are implemented 

using varargs/stdarg.

Most variadic functions in C have signatures similar to the standard library function printf:

void func(char *, ...);

The function determines the number of arguments from the first parameter. However, functions of 

the form:

void func(double, ...);

are also valid. When running test cases that contained variadic functions whose first argument was a 

double, we found that none of the compilers, including the reference compiler, properly imple-

mented the calling convention. The source of this difficulty is that until the type of the argument is 

known, the callee cannot determine whether to fetch the first argument from the floating-point regis-
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ter or the integer register. Most implementations of varargs dump the contents of the argument-pass-

ing registers to the stack in the function’s prologue. For calling conventions like the MIPS, a more 

sophisticated solution must be used. This error caused 2,346 test cases to fail for all of the compilers. 

Version 2 releases of gcc managed to avoid this problem at the expense of interoperability; their gener-

ated callees do not conform to the established calling convention. 

From these results, obviously the state-of-the-art in compiler testing is inadequate. Because 

these are production-quality compilers, each of them has undoubtedly undergone rigorous testing. 

However, hand development of test suites is an arduous and itself error-prone task. Furthermore, 

because these tests are target specific, they must be revisited with each retargeting of the compiler. In 

contrast, by using automatic test generators that are target sensitive, compilers can quickly be vali-

dated before each release.

5 Conclusions

Building compilers that generate correct code continues to be a difficult problem. Current implemen-

tations of calling sequence generators often contain errors. This comes from the lack of a formal 

model and implementation mechanism that can guarantee completeness and consistency properties. 

We have presented such a formal model, called P-FSA’s, for procedure calling conventions that can 

ensure these properties. A P-FSA that models a convention can be automatically constructed from the 

convention’s specification. During construction, the convention can be analyzed to determine if it is 

complete and consistent. The resulting P-FSA can then be directly used as an implementation of the 

convention in an application.

Although it is possible to automatically generate the calling sequence generator using P-FSA’s, 

some work is required to retrofit an existing compilation system to use them. Fortunately, it is possible 

to reap the benefits of P-FSA without any modification of the compiler. Using automated compiler 

tools and testing, one can significantly increase the robustness of any compiler. We have combined 

these two techniques, in a new way, that further closes the gap between actual compiler implementa-

tions and the ever-sought-after correct compiler. By using a formal model of procedure calling con-

ventions, we have designed and implemented a technique that automatically identifies boundary test 
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cases for calling sequence generators and diagnoses the nature of the fault. We then applied this tech-

nique to measure the conformance of a number of production-quality compilers for the MIPS. This 

system identified a total of a least 20 faults in the tested compilers. These errors were significant 

enough to cause over 2,300 different test cases to fail. Clearly, this technique is effective at exposing 

and isolating faults in calling sequence generators of mature compilers. Undoubtedly, it would be 

even more effective during the initial development of a compilation system.
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